Lab #0
CSCI 201
GitHub Submission Tutorial
Git is a distributed version control system designed to be fast and simple. You can think
like versions (or snapshots) of your project are saved (committed) over time and you
can freely switch between them. Once you commit a snapshot, it is very difficult to lose
it, especially if you constantly push your repository to a save storage (such as GitHub).
So, you can experiment without danger of screwing up your project severely.
In this tutorial, we will learn basic commands and workflows for Git and GitHub. There
are many in-depth Git tutorials online, e.g.:
• https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2 (many things in this tutorial are from this source)
• https://www.git-tower.com/learn/git/ebook/en/command-line/introduction
We will use command line but you can also try other GUI programs such as SourceTree
or SmartGit
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1. Create a GitHub Account
•

Throughout the course, we will use GitHub as the remote server for storing our
repositories. So, if you do not have a GitHub account, go to https://github.com/
and create one.

2. Create a test_git Repository
•

Click on "Create new..." button (+ sign) and select "New repository"

•

Fill in the information in the next page (the following information is just a
suggestion):
o Repository name: test_git
o Description: test git and GitHub
o Choose Private
o Choose "Initialize this repository with a README" (this will create a README
file for you)
o Click "Add .gitignore", type "Java" and select it. (.gitignore file specifies things
you do not want Git to control. By doing this, Git will ignore build and
deployment files such as .class or .jar)
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•

After clicking "Create repository", if success, you will see your new repository:

3. Install Git
•

Make sure that git is installed in your system:
o https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-Installing-Git
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4. Clone Your GitHub Repository To Your Local Machine
•

Go to your GitHub repository, click on "Clone or download" button and copy the
link to your repository

•

Open your terminal application, change directory to folder you want to save your
repository, then clone your repository by:
git clone <link_to_your_repository_on_GitHub>

e.g. in my case:
git clone https://github.com/duykienvp/test_git.git
•

Enter your GitHub username and password. Git will clone your repository to a
new folder with the same name.
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•

If you go into the test_git folder, you can see content of your repository, along
with .git folder created by Git. (In macOS and Linux, .git and .gitignore are hidden
by default)

5. Caching Your GitHub Password in Git (Optional)
"If you're cloning GitHub repositories using HTTPS, you can use a credential helper to
tell Git to remember your GitHub username and password every time it talks to GitHub".
Go to the following link for more details:
https://help.github.com/articles/caching-your-github-password-in-git/ - platform-all
In the later parts of this tutorial, you will not see more GitHub username/password
prompt in terminal but you will see that if you do not cache them.
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6. Basic Workflow
In Git, there are 3 main states your files can be in: modified, staged, committed.
• A file is in modified state if it is modified but has not been committed to the
database of your repository.
• A modified file is in staged state if its current version is marked to go into your
next commit snapshot (using commands like add, mv, reset, rm)
• A file is in committed state if it is safely stored in the database of your repository
(using commit command)
In this course, since we use GitHub to store our repository remotely, you can consider
another state, called pushed if a committed file is stored in remote repository (using
push command).
At any time, you can check status of your files using git status command
Thus, a basic workflow for modifying a file (e.g. myinfo.txt) can be:
• Modify the file (e.g.):
echo "Full name: Kien Nguyen" >> myinfo.txt
• Stage the changes:
git add myinfo.txt
• Commit the changes:
git commit -m "My personal information"
• Push commit to GitHub:
git push origin master
Here is a screenshot for this workflow:
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If you go to your repository on GitHub you can see myinfo.txt, along with the commit
message

So, you can remember: add - commit - push
"Remember, anything that is committed in Git can almost always be recovered....
However, anything you lose that was never committed is likely never to be seen again."
If you want to revert to a commit (e.g. because of some faulty commits), you can use git
revert <commit>.

7. Pulling Changes
Very often, your remote repository is changed (e.g. by you or your teammates) and you
need to update your local repository accordingly. You can do that using pull command
(You should commit your local changes first).
Here, we will edit "myinfo.txt" file on GitHub, then pull the change to our local repository.
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•

Click on "myinfo.txt" file in your repository on GitHub, then click "Edit this file"
icon.

•

Edit content of the file and commit changes

•

When you go back to your repository on GitHub, content of "myinfo.txt" and
commit message will be updated
Go back to your terminal and pull the change:

•
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git pull
(Or you can run:
git fetch origin
git merge
)
Content of "myinfo.txt" should be changed (Here we use cat command to get content)

8. Merge Conflicts
Sometimes you may have conflicts when you merge the same code block that was
modified in different repositories.
For example, on GitHub, modify full name in your "myinfo.txt", then commit. Do the
same thing on your local machine: modify in your "myinfo.txt", then commit.
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(After changing content of "myinfo.txt", you can add and commit with:
git add myinfo.txt
git commit -m "Update myinfo"
)
Now, on your local machine, if you pull the remote repository, you will get an error
message saying that you have conflicts in "myinfo.txt" and you need to fix them, then
commit the result.
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When you open "myinfo.txt" file on your local machine, you will see something like this

" <<<<<<<" and " >>>>>>>" denote a conflict block. Content before " =======" is on
your local machine, and content after " ======= " is on the remote repository (GitHub).
You need to resolve this, delete lines with " <<<<<<<" and " >>>>>>>", add and commit
the change, then push to the remote repository. For example, we can change to:
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(After changing content of "myinfo.txt", you can add and commit with:
git add myinfo.txt
git commit -m "Resolve full name conflict"
git push
)

9. Branching
Let's say that your program is now stable and you have released it to your customers.
You want to add more features to it but do not want to mess up the stable version. If you
do not use branches (i.e. just work on your main branch), your main repository will keep
adding new updates, bugs, fixes, tests, .... and moving between commits.
A branch can be considered as a development line. You can create a new branch, work
in that line without worrying about screwing up the main (stable) line, then merge to the
main line when you are ready.
You can look at more in-depth information about branching here: https://gitscm.com/book/en/v2/Git-Branching-Branches-in-a-Nutshell
When you create a new repository, Git automatically creates a branch "master".
Because it is everywhere (and most people do not bother to change it), it is often
considered as the main (stable) branch.

9.1.

Create Branches

You can create a branch with the git branch command. Let's create 2 branch: license
and testing.
git branch license
git branch testing
To see your branches and which branch you are working on, you use:
git log --oneline --decorate
We have 3 branches (master, testing, license - you can ignore origin/master and
origin/HEAD for now). The HEAD pointer indicate that we are at master branch.
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9.2.

Switch Branch

You can switch to another branch with the git checkout <branch_name> command.
git checkout testing
git log --oneline --decorate

9.3.

Working and Merging Branches

Let's create a "test.txt" file in testing branch, switch to license branch and create a
"LICENSE" file there, switch back to the master branch, merge other branches to the
master branch, and delete other branches.
•

Create a "test.txt" file in the testing branch
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•

Commit the change and check status. You can use git log to see more details
about branches.
git status
git add test.txt
git commit -m "add test.txt file"
git log --oneline --decorate --graph --all
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•

Now, switch to license branch. You will not see "test.txt" there because it is in
testing branch, not license branch.
git checkout license

• Create a "LICENSE" file, add to git, commit the change, and check status:
After creating LICENSE file:
git add LICENSE
git commit -m "Add LICENSE file"
git log --oneline --decorate --graph --all
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•

Now switch back to our master branch. We do not have "test.txt" and "LICENSE"
there. We can merge them to our master branch with the git merge command.
git checkout master
git merge testing
git merge license
git log --oneline --decorate --graph --all
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•

Now, you can delete testing and license branch with git branch -d <branch>
git branch -d testing
git branch -d license
git log --oneline --decorate --graph --all
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10. Submit Your Assignments

There are several ways for you to submit your code to your CS201 repository. You can
choose either or all of them.
REMEMBER to download your code, import it back to Eclipse, and make sure that
it works as expected.

10.1.

Upload a ZIP file

The simplest, safest way is to export your project to a zip file and upload it (as the
"myinfo.txt" file). TO BE SAFE, you should always do this for your assignments.
In this example, I exported my Eclipse project to "kien_CSCI201L_Assignment1.zip"
and copied it to test_git folder.

Now, add the file, commit and push the change to your remote repository.
git add kien_CSCI201L_Assignment1.zip
git commit -m "Add assignment 1 zip file"
git push
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10.2.

Upload your project folder

You can copy entire project folder, add (almost) everything inside, commit, and push to
your remote repository.
NOTE: Make sure that you added everything you need/want. For example:
• All project configuration file: they often start with "." (e.g. .project, .classpath)
• All library file: they are often .jar files, which may be ignored in .gitignore.
So, again:
REMEMBER to download your code, import it back to Eclipse, and make sure that
it works as expected.
In this example, I copied my project folder kien_CSCI201L_Assignment1 to test_git
folder.
git add kien_CSCI201L_Assignment1
git status
git commit -m "Add assignment 1 folder"
git push
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10.3.

Update Existing Project Folder

If you already have a project in your test_git folder and use Eclipse to work directly in
that folder, you can just add all changes, commit, and push them :)

HAVE FUN
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